Structural and functional networks in complex systems with delay
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Functional networks of complex systems are obtained from the analysis of the temporal activity
of their components, and are often used to infer their unknown underlying connectivity. We obtain
the equations relating topology and function in a system of diffusively delay-coupled elements in
complex networks. We solve exactly the resulting equations in motifs (directed structures of three
nodes), and in directed networks. The mean-field solution for directed uncorrelated networks shows
that the clusterization of the activity is dominated by the in-degree of the nodes, and that the
locking frequency decreases with increasing average degree. We find that the exponent of a power
law degree distribution of the structural topology, γ, is related to the exponent of the associated
functional network as α = (2 − γ)−1 , for γ < 2.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Collective phenomena in populations of interacting elements is a subject of intense study in physical, biological, chemical, and social systems [1–3]. In many cases,
the emergence of patches of coherent behavior is the main
observable we have of the underlying dynamics and interaction of their constituents. This is the case, for example,
in gene expression, measured as DNA levels in microarrays [4, 5], or electrophysiological activity in the brain [6],
measured through multi-unit extracellular electrode. In
many occasions, the coordination is not global but local,
and the observation reveals clusters of elements dynamically correlated or, generally speaking, synchronized [7–
10]. The resulting networks of coordinated activity are
usually called functional networks of the system [11, 12].
The analysis of these networks, from the physicists perspective, commonly focuses on network synchrony in the
absence of time delays. However, delays are common
in neural networks [13], and many other biological [14–
16] and social systems where the interaction between elements involves the propagation through a communication
channel. The consideration of these delays is of utmost
importance [17]. Recently, it has been analytically, and
experimentally shown that zero time-lag synchronization
is feasible over two distant (delayed) interacting oscillators when a third oscillator is placed in between of them
[18, 19]. A recent study sheds light along these lines by
studying the synchronization of networks of chaotic units
with time-delayed couplings using the formalism of the
master stability function [20].
There has been a big effort from the scientific community to infer the complex network of interactions between
elements from the functional network [21–28]. Here we

investigate on this inference from a fundamental physical
perspective. We analyze the functional network resulting
from the simplest dynamical system with delay presenting a synchronous dynamics, on a given topology, and
relate topology and functionality. Given the simplicity
of the model, we obtain the exact solution, develop a
statistical mean-field theory approximation and find the
relation between the degree distribution of the topological network and the associated functional network.
II.

THE MODEL

First, we develop the analytical aspects of the problem. Let’s start considering a set of N elements coupled
diffusively with delay
X
φ̇i (t) = ωi + ²
aij (φj (t − τij ) − φi (t)) ,
(1)
j

where aij are the components of the adjacency matrix A,
that is, aij = 1 if element j influences i with a delay τij ,
and ² is the coupling strength. Without loss of generality we can rescale the coupling strength to ² = 1. Equation (1) represents a system of N elements in a network,
which move at constant speed and that adjust their local
position to match that of their neighbors; the communication between pair of nodes is not instantaneous but it is
characterized by some delay. An alternative interpretation of Eq. (1) corresponds to the linearization of many
non-linear interaction models, including the Kuramoto
model [29], as long as the phase differences remain small
enough. As we will demonstrate later, if the network can
be reached from at least one node, Eq. (1) presents a
unique phase locked solution of the form
φi (t) = Ωt + θi ,
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(2)

where Ω is the locking frequency and θi the initial phase
of element i. Substituting in Eq. (1), we obtain a set of

2
N linear equations that can be written in matrix form as
ω − Ω (1 + T) = Lθ ,

(3)

where L is the Laplacian
matrix defined as Lij =
P
ki,in δij − aij , ki,in = j aij is the in-degree of node i,
δij is the Kronecker delta, 1P
is a vector of 1’s and T is a
vector of components Ti = j aij τij the total delay affecting each node, ω and θ are the frequency vector and
the phase vector with components ωi and θi respectively.
In general, the Laplacian matrix L is asymmetric, however, as the sum of its rows is zero, it admits a lefteigenvector c = (c1 , c2 , ..., cN ) with eigenvalue 0, that is,
cL = 0. The left eigenvector c is unique as long as all
the nodes of the network can be reached by at least one
node [30]. Left-multiplying Eq. (3) by c we obtain the
locking frequency
Ω=

hωi
,
1 + hTi

(4)

P
P
where hxi = i ci xi and c is normalized, i ci = 1. The
phases are now given by
ωi − hωi + (ωi hTi − hωiTi )
= (Lθ)i .
1 + hTi

(5)

For undirected networks, the left-eigenvector c =
(1/N, 1/N, ..., 1/N ) is unique if it contains a single component and the brackets in Eq. (4) are unweighted averages.
Thus, if all the nodes of the network can be reached by
at least one node, then Eq. (1) has a unique phase locked
solution given by Eqs. (4) and (5). These equations point
out the relationship between the topology of the network,
the distribution of delays, the locking frequency, and the
state of the elements.
A.

Perfect synchronization

The topology, delays and frequency can be combined
to achieve the same state for each node. The condition
for fully clustered solutions (θi = θj , ∀i, j) implies
ωi
=Ω.
(6)
(1 + Ti )
From Eq. (6) we see that in absence of delays (Ti = 0) all
the elements must have the same natural frequency, and
reversely, if all nodes have the same natural frequency
(ωi = ω), the total delay affecting each node must be
the same. It is straightforward to prove that Eq. (6)
is satisfied for degree regular networks of identical elements with equal delays, i.e., ωi = ω and τi = τ . In
this case, the frequency of the phase synchronized state
ω
is Ω = 1+τ
k . In general, it is always possible to choose
the frequencies, the topology and the delays such that
perfect coordinated activity is reached. In this case, the
functional network, that is, the network formed connecting those nodes displaying correlated activity, will be a
fully connected network despite the sparse connectivity
of the underlying interaction network.

B.

Motifs

Beyond the above perfectly synchronized solutions, we
will extend our analysis to directed networks paying attention to the clusterization of the activity with different
values of the phases. The simplest possible case corresponds to graphs of three nodes, motifs [14, 31, 32]. The
interest in motifs comes from previous studies showing
the impact of motifs synchronization in absence of delays
as building blocks of larger synchronized structures [33].
Using Eq. (3), we find the locked solution for each of the
twelve different motifs of three elements with directed
couplings. For the sake of clarity, we assume each element has the same frequency ωi = ω, and delay τij = τ ,
∀i, j. Solving Eq. (3) we obtain for every motif configuration the normalized oscillation frequency r−1 = Ω/ω
and the phase differences (θi − θj ) = Ωτ ∆ij . The twelve
different motifs are classified in five different functional
networks (see Fig. 1). For the analyzed dynamics and
based on the phase locked solution, this result points out
the impossibility of deriving the motif topology solely
from the information of the functional networks due to
the degeneracy shown [34].

III.

HETEROGENEOUS MEAN FIELD
APPROACH

Beyond the formal exact solution presented in Eqs. (4)(5), we want to gain insight on the class of uncorrelated directed networks. First we start considering
heterogeneous directed networks, specified by their degree distribution P (k), where k = (kin , kout ), and by
the conditional probability P (k0 |k) that a node of de0
gree k is connected
P k . 0NormalPto a node of degree
ization conditions
k0 P (k |k) = 1
k P (k) = 1 and
must be fulfilled. The degree detailed balance condition
0
P (k0 )Pin (k|k0 ) (where Pin (k0 |k)
kout P (k)Pout (k0 |k) = kin
[Pout (k0 |k)] measures the probability to reach a vertex
of degree k0 leaving from a vertex of degree k using an
incoming [outgoing] edge of the source vertex) ensures
that the network is closed and that hkin i = hkout i. We
resort on the heterogeneous mean-field approach, coarsegraining the dynamics to classes of nodes of the same
degree k. Thus, we define the phase density Φk of nodes
of degree k as
Φk =

1 X
φi ,
Nk

(7)

i∈K

where Nk = P (k)N is the expected number of nodes
with degree k. Here we have made use of K to denote
the set of nodes with degree k. Similarly we define the
frequency density
Wk =

1 X
ωi .
Nk
i∈K

(8)
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Functional network (green, top row) for twelve structural motifs (blue, rows 2-4) of three elements.
In the functional solution the black solid line represents a zero phase difference between the oscillators while the gray dashed
lines stand for a non-zero phase difference. For the structural, solid black lines stand for interaction links and directionality is
indicated by an arrow. Parameters: ∆ij = (θi − θj )/Ωτ , and r = ω/Ω.

This notation allows to group the sums by the degrees of
the nodes. For instance, if the degree of node i is ki = k
then
X
X
aij φj = kin
Pin (k0 |k)Φk0 .
(9)
k0

j

For identical elements ωi = ω and τij = τ , the time
evolution of the phase density of the class of nodes of
degree k, Φk (t), can be rewritten from Eq. (1) as
X
Φ̇k (t) = Wk +kin
Pin (k0 |k)(Φk0 (t−τ )−Φk (t)) . (10)
k0
k0

P (k0 )

For uncorrelated networks Pin (k0 |k) = outhki
and
with the ansatz of locked solutions Φk = Ωt + Θk , we
obtain
kin X 0
Ω = Wk − kin Ωτ +
k P (k0 )(Θk0 − Θk ) . (11)
hki 0 out
k

Summing over all degrees we find
Ωhkiτ 1
+a ,
i kin
h kkout
in
ω
Ω =
,
1 + hkouthki
/kin i τ

Θk =

(12)
(13)

being a an arbitrary constant. For undirected networks
kin = kout , thus we recover Eq. (4) for the locking frequency where hkiτ = hTi, and
Θk =

Ωhkiτ
+a .
k

(14)

This indicates that whether two nodes show a similar
phase depends on their degree difference in an uncorrelated network. It also shows that low-degree nodes are
ahead of high-degree nodes. At least in this limit, the
precise shape of the degree distribution is not playing an
important role, as only the average degree hki enters into
the equation. Obviously, this dependence of the degree
is reminiscent of our hypothesis of a mean-field coarsegrained by degree, however it is not trivial that this approximation will hold for the actual dynamics (Eq. (1)).
Furthermore the distribution of the phases in correlated networks as for example in the C. elegans neural network also shows a good agreement with Eq. (14).
The neuronal network connectivity of the C. elegans can
be represented as a weighted adjacency matrix of 275
nonpharyngeal neurons, out of a total of 302 neurons
(http://www.wormatlas.org/). We assume that the nervous system of the C. elegans can be modeled as a network, where nodes represent the center of the cell bodies, and the links represent synapses. The heterogeneous
mean field formalism describes the relationship between
dynamics and topology in uncorrelated networks. Such
relationship can be illustrated in a real (correlated) network analyzing the dynamics of Eq. (1) using the connectivity of the neural system of the C. elegans (Fig. 2).
When comparing the exact solution in the directed neural network with the analytical solution we observe that
it captures the dependence on the in-degree and gives an
excellent solution for the rewired directed network. Thus
the in-degree of a neuron gives a good first approximation
to the real state of the neuron although the precise wiring
details are very important to know its exact value. Sim-
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Functional degree distribution P (q)
for a network of 105 nodes with structural degree distribution
P (k) ∼ k−γ and γ = 1.5. Dashed line corresponds to q −2 .
Inset: Dependence of β −1 (circles) and α (squares) on the
structural degree distribution exponent γ. Solid black line
represents the theoretical prediction. The functional networks
are obtained after integration of Eq. (1) with ωi = 1 and
τij = 0.1, and ∆ = 10−4 .
FIG. 2: (Color online) (Top row) Phase clusterization in the
directed C. elegans neural network. We plot the phases vs.
the in-degree kin for neurons in the C. elegans (open circles)
and rewired networks (filled blue symbols) (averaged over
100 realizations of the rewiring algorithm) keeping the same
(kin , kout ) for each neuron. In the rewired networks the phase
is well approximated by the relation Θ(k) = b/k + a (continuous red line). The phases are obtained after integration of
Eq. (1) with ωi = 1 and τij = 0.1. (Bottom row) Adjacency
matrix of the neuronal connections (a), and of the functional
network (b). In both cases the neurons are ordered according
to the ranking of their phases obtained from the dynamical
system given by Eq. (1) with ωi = 1 and τij = 0.1.

ple models aiming at the reconstruction of the anatomical
network based on the observed neurons’ states will link,
for this dynamics, neurons with similar in-degree with no
connection in the real network (see Fig. 2).
The heterogeneous mean field solution allows us to relate the degree distributions of the structural and functional topologies. In the remainder we will assume undirected structural networks. In the functional network a
node with degree k is connected with a node with degree k 0 if their phase difference is smaller than a given
threshold: |Φk − Φk0 | ≤ ∆. Then, using Eq. (14), the
functional degree
of a node of structural degree k is given
R
by q(k) ∼ |1/k−1/k0 |≤δ P (k 0 )dk 0 where δ is an arbitrary
threshold δωhkiτ = ∆(1 + hkiτ )). If the degree distribution of the structural network is a power law P (k) ∼ k −γ
then, q(k) ∼ k β where β = 2 − γ for γ < 2 and the degree
distribution of the functional network is also power law
P (q) ∼ q −α where α = (2 − γ)−1 . The numerical simulations of the system given by Eq. (1) shows an excellent

agreement with the analytical prediction for classes of
nodes with degree k in uncorrelated networks. In Fig. 3
we compare the values of the exponent α and β obtained
after integration of the dynamical system given by Eq. (1)
in scale-free networks.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

Summarizing, we have got insight in the relationship
between the topological network of connections and the
functional network obtained from a simple dynamical
process with delays. We have found the conditions for
the emergence of locked dynamical states in any network of diffusively delay-coupled oscillators. We identify these states as the main components of the emergent
functional network generated by this simplified dynamics. Using these analytical guides we have explored the
functional network obtained for the class of uncorrelated
heterogenous networks, under the mean-field hypothesis,
and have checked its prediction in scale-free networks.
The results allow us to grasp the dependence of the functional network on the topological parameters, highlighting the role played by the delays and heterogeneity [35].
Indeed, although functional and structural topologies differ at the local level, we have shown that the degree distributions are related in the presence of delays as distant
nodes sharing the same degree will be functionally correlated.
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